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Concierge.com Lets Travelers Become the Editors With New "Member Posts + Reviews" 

Section 
Acclaimed Travel Web Site Blends User-Generated Content With Editorially Curated Reviews 

and Guides  
 

NEW YORK, September 17, 2008 — Concierge.com today announced that it is inviting everyone 
to be a travel writer, as part of its new "Member Posts + Reviews" functionality. Users may now 
add their own Member Reviews, including tips and opinions on hotels, restaurants, nightlife, 
shopping, and activities in their favorite destinations.   
 
By blending Concierge.com's trusted insider guides with user-generated reviews and tips, the 
site now offers those planning a vacation the ability to look at both types of content to make a 
more educated decision about what to see or where to stay.  Rather than sifting through hundreds 
or thousands of user-generated reviews on some sites, or remaining limited to what guidebooks or 
magazines recommend, users may now pick and choose among both types of content to plan their 
dream trip.  While some travelers prefer the rigorously tested opinions of Concierge.com's staff of 
expert travel editors and writers, other users demand a wide range of opinions from the seasoned 
travelers who are members of the site.  The new Concierge.com will offer both types of reviews, 
so that all travel-planning styles are accommodated.   
     
In addition, within the "Member Posts + Reviews" section, users may post and respond to queries 
from other travelers in the "Discussions" area.  These forums will allow travelers to answer one 
another's questions and discuss their upcoming vacation plans.  Concierge.com editors and 
writers will also participate in these forums to offer expert advice.     
 
"Our users are avid global travelers who know insider secrets and helpful tips, just like our editors 
and writers," said Peter J. Frank, editor-in-chief of Concierge.com. "Allowing them to share their 
travel know-how and add their own helpful tips on hotels, restaurants, and more will enrich the 
editorially curated destination guides on the site for a more robust user experience."   
 
To post a review or plan a trip using member reviews, visit any destination's insider guide on 
www.concierge.com and select "Member Posts + Reviews" on the left rail.   
 
About Concierge.com 
The new Concierge.com, the online destination for inspired travel, incorporates original, 
interactive features on every aspect of travel; over 200 in-depth insider guides to top destinations 
around the world; a "Destination Finder" that enables readers to narrow down the perfect place 
for any trip; over 80,000 photographs of hotels, destinations, landmarks, and more; a suite of 
interactive tools to help readers make smart travel plans; and a powerful search function to aid 
navigation. 
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